Rapid assembly implies simple and fast fabrication as well as simple (archi-) tectonics enabled by simple or without joints. This paper presents preconditions and principles how planar quadrangular, self-interlocking modules can rapidly be assembled to self-supporting, anticlastically curved forms and focuses to minimal surfaces of catenoids. The rotationally symmetric shapes of catenoids can be panelized into quadrangular, planar modules, which again can be assembled from planar elements. Simultaneously self-interlocking behavior is guaranteed by module-geometry where -similar to reciprocal frame systems -angles of two opposite sidewalls are leaning in counter-wise directions. An additional guide and joint-elements are not necessary but could support simple and rapid assembly into larger spatial structures. Due to planarity and linear cuts small amounts of data are necessary for fabrication and assembly of industrially supplied sheet-elements. Following the above mentioned principles we can find various structurally efficient forms composed of one or more possibly also intersecting catenoids. The probably most interesting ones are those which can be rotated in space at will by keeping their structural performance and interlocking qualities. Our method allows for a high degree of customized solutions in shape and scale. Self-interlocking modules can easily be assembled to temporary/permanent structures or formwork, disassembled and reassembled to other customized forms or parts of new constellations. Ongoing investigations are dealing with possibilities and limits of forms, structural performance and on-purpose-manipulation of the sidewalls' angles of neighbored modules.
Context
MARAS 2014 asks for mobile and rapidly assembled (temporary) structures and also points to the importance of speed of response directly connected to efficient design of assembly joints, reversible deployment and potential reuse. Seen as a process-chain, rapid assembly implies simple and fast fabrication as well as simple (archi-) tectonics enabled by simple or without joints.
This paper presents preconditions and principles how planar quadrangular, selfinterlocking modules can rapidly be assembled to structurally efficient, selfsupporting, anticlastically curved forms.
The emergence of the attributes planar quadrangular, self-interlocking and structurally efficient respectively self-supporting simultaneously can be seen as requirement, necessity and interdependence. This way we can define possibilities and limits of our method in a process of elimination.
For structural benefits caused by equally distributed radii of curvature and stresses of such forms this research focuses but is not limited to anticlastic minimal surfaces of catenoids in soap film analogy.
Catenoids are rotationally symmetric, anticlastically curved shapes that can be panelized by quadrangular meshing into planar, self-interlocking modules, which again can be assembled from planar elements. All necessary cuts are linear and planar too.
Concepts for panelization spatially curved forms into planar, quadrangular elements
In general we know that besides planes all synclastic and anticlastic surfaces that are the result of rotational symmetry, all translational surfaces deriving from sweeping any line or curve on one rail and some ruled surfaces can be subdivided into planar quadrangular elements. Of course all surfaces can be triangulated but the later on more precisely described requirement of self-interlocking can only be fulfilled by firstly anticlastically curved and secondly quadrangular subdivided surfaces. In this context material thickness is postulated. Basically the two concepts of surface-based and mesh-based panelization were examined in approaching the issue of subdividing spatially curved forms in order to receive planar elements.
Surface-based panelization
In our research this approach was used to examine shapes of the minimal surfaces only. This means that the form (coalesce covering structural and geometrical aspects) and not its form generating (mesh) elements are subject of examination.
One possibility is to use the principles of dense packing (Figs 1-2) to generate patterns on the surface, which might lead to planar panelization. 
Dense packing of identical spheres on anticlastically curved minimal surfaces
The intersection of dense packed identical spheres and surface shows gaps in the resulting spatially curved pattern except the middle row of the illustrated object. These spheres were arranged to have one tangent point with each neighbor on the surface. For this reason these spheres intersect inside the catenoid and have 6 tangent points with their neighbors. All other spheres have 4 tangent points (Fig. 2) . Shifting the center of each sphere on the surface causes gaps between the middle row spheres already. This way all spheres are limited to 4 tangent points with their neighbors.
With this approach no solution -including the duals of the generated patterndelivering planar, quadrangular elements could be found.
Non-identical curves from dense packing of non-identical spheres or
mapping of circles on anticlastically curved minimal surfaces Another approach focuses on the subdivision of the shape by using geometrical methods like dense packing of non-identical spheres or mapping of plane elements onto the minimal surface.
With the method of mapping we obtain gap-free patterns but the formerly plane circles will be distorted and spatially curved (Fig. 3) . The generated patterns and their duals, which are generated with above described method, lead to rough and therefore unsatisfying surface-approximation.
When distributing spheres with different radii on the surface gaps disappear, but spatially curved intersection-lines in the pattern cannot be avoided. In this case this was examined by the Galapagos solver for Rhinoceros (Fig. 4) .
Therefore neither the generated patterns nor their duals, which were generated with the above described method, led planar quadrangular elements. 
Mesh-based panelization
Most of the software that is used for formfinding and calculation of structural membranes is mesh-based. In the case of minimal surface catenoids all mesh-faces deriving from the structural equilibrium-mesh can be filled with planar surfaces. So this method covers the desire for anticlastically curved architectural spaces as well as the materialization with plane elements provided by the industry by keeping the structural and geometrical unity and for this reason spatial harmony and architectural aesthetics.
Mesh-face patterning
This approach is based on the direct link of pattern and form-generating mesh of the catenoid. The mesh is generated by Rhino Membrane. Grasshopper is used to generate different patterns in order to provide ideally distributed mesh-patterns for the generation of the minimal surface. This parallel procedure guarantees a direct correlation of the specifications of initial pattern and the generated "meshpattern". This way the result can be influenced or guided and it is directly related to the initially selected UV-values. Figure 6 shows that rotational-symmetric catenoids can be assembled from planar elements with planar cuts as a good basis for the fabrication of these elements. The complex spatially curved form of a minimal surface catenoid faces relatively small amounts of data and simple tools for its realization.
Planar mesh-faces
A deviation from rotational-symmetric bodies increases the necessary level of tolerance for planarity. Due to the balanced and uniform curvature of minimal surfaces, which have equal radii of main curvature in each point on its surface, this level of tolerance is lower compared to other anticlastic surfaces (Figs 7(a)-(c) ). 
Self-interlocking modules
Mobility and rapid assembly of structures asks for simple joining-techniques like joining by stacking which possibly can be facilitated by guide elements. Self-interlocking offers essential advantages in the assembling process and simultaneously there is no need of scaffolding. The structural performance of the stacked form also benefits from the self-interlocking behavior of assembled modules.
The self-interlocking behavior of our proposal can be gained by three parameters:
Material thickness
Material thickness is obtained by the offset of the anticlastically curved surface. The dimension of the surface-offset can freely be chosen. Basically we can increase self-interlocking behavior by increasing the value of the offset.
Anticlastic curvature
As we know, at anticlastically curved surfaces the circles of curvature are on opposite sides of the surface. Therefore -similar to reciprocal frame systemsangles of two opposite sidewalls of each module are leaning in counter-wise directions. Caused by the overall geometry of catenoids all sidewalls are different from 90°.
In comparison to conventional reciprocal frame systems we receive forms without holes and/or excess length.
Self-interlocking modules from planes or synclastically curved surfaces can only be generated by on-purpose-manipulation of sidewalls` angles but gaps or holes between the modules cannot be avoided.
Subsequent increase of angles at anticlastically curved surfaces can lead to increased self-interlocking behavior but also causes gaps or holes between the modules.
Quadrangular modules
As already mentioned above, quadrangular panelized modules are necessary in order to provide two pairs of counter-wisely leaning angles in addition to the fact of being planar for rotationally symmetric surfaces and in contrast to polygonal modules with more than four sidewalls.
Since the rule of two pairs of counter-wisely leaning angles is not fulfilled, triangulated modules are not self-interlocking.
Structural and self-supporting behavior
The shape of the catenoid is basically generated by a catenary that rotates around a longitudinal axis. Usually generated by two circular rings it is the only rotational body that can be minimal surface at the same time. [Otto IL18, 1987 , S.112 and SFB 230/7 1992, S.165]
Together with the fact that soap film can bear uniform tension only we can assume that all other rotational forms have shear forces and moments. Caused by equally distributed radii of curvature and stresses of minimal surfaces/soapfilm, structural benefits can be expected from forms inverted from tension to compression. Therefore this research focuses but is not limited to anticlastic minimal surfaces of catenoids in soap film analogy.
Compared to other rotationally symmetrical forms the angles between the modules of panelized catenoids show equally and harmonic distribution.
Modules that are assembled from planar elements save self-weight. At the same time the sidewall-elements form load bearing, circular and catenary arches.
One of the probably most interesting aspects is that the self-interlocking behavior of the assembled forms is not limited to a special setup, configuration, constellation or position in space. In opposite, these forms can be rotated in space at will by keeping their structural performance and interlocking qualities.
Fabrication: mass and customization.
Our research addresses the desire for individually formed spaces as well as the standardized products of industry, which provides plane elements, easy to produce, easy to handle, easy to pile, easy to store, easy to transport and so on. Seen as a process-chain, rapid assembly implies simple and fast fabrication as well as simple (archi-) tectonics enabled by simple or without joints. Figures 8 and 9 show two intersected catenoids and their panelization into quadrangular planar modules. Three different modules are assembled from planar elements (Figs 10 and 11 ). All necessary cuts are linear and planar too. Fig. 12 illustrates the arrangement of all parts of the three modules on standardized wooden sheet-material, ready for fabrication.
Due to planarity and linear cuts small amounts of data are necessary for fabrication and assembly. 
Anticlastically curved forms
Following above mentioned principles we can find various structurally efficient forms and constellations composed of one or more possibly also intersecting catenoids. Minimal surfaces as well as defined cut-outs from the surface have the property that they can be scaled and/or rotated in space at will by keeping their form and structural performance. This offers a whole variety of forms and spatial curvature.
First arrangements of two or more intersecting catenoids show architecturally interesting forms, whereas the intersection line, which is spatially curved too, and all truncated modules represent challenging geometrical tasks (Fig. 13 ). 
Conclusion and perspective
Our method to panelize catenoids into quadrangular, planar modules allows for a high degree of customized solutions in shape and scale.
Self-interlocking modules can easily be assembled to temporary/permanent structures or formwork, disassembled and reassembled to other customized forms or parts of new constellations. Latest results in studies of forms, shows different types of intersections that have strong influence on the structural behavior of the overall form and that there are possibilities for frameless solutions and intersections.
Ongoing investigations are dealing with possibilities and limits of forms, structural performance and on-purpose-manipulation of the sidewalls' angles of neighbored modules.
